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KONESER CTAPKA 40% 
700/500/350/200/100ML
The original recipe No.43 is the secret 
of the most refined and complex 
beverage among all the Koneser 
Vodka’s. The history of this recipe is 
over 100 years long.  
The beverages has a full, mild bouquet 
and taste as if matured in oak wood 
barrels.

WINIAK KLUBOWY *****40% 700ML

Packed in individual cartons
Packed in a set with glasses
The KLUBOWY brandy is a dry vodka made 
from a wine distillate and natural  
extracts from fragrant plants.
It’s matured in oak wood barrels.

WINIAK KLUBOWY BLACK  40% 700/500ML

Black is an original, elegant, dry vodka 
made from the finest  5 years wine distillate 
aged in oak barrels. 

Gold color balm and original
bittersweet taste is the result
of Old Polish traditional recipe.

BALSAM WARSZAWSKI 32% 500/200/100ML

French roots based formula with a rich composition  
of carefully selected ingredients. The process
of compiling and producing deepens on delicate flavor and 
aroma of our drink,creating a perfect combination.

LORSON 36% BRAND NAPOLEON 700/200/100ML

AMARETTO TRIUMF 20% 
700/200/100ML
Włoski likier migdałowy 
wywodzący się z Wenecji. 
Delikatny, migdałowy smak to 
efekt naturalnych i najwyższej 
jakości surowców użytych  do 
jego produkcji. 

Warszawska Wytwórnia Wódek 
Koneser introduced on the market new 

product Kniejówka - flavored grass 
vodka. We reactivated our traditional 

recipe which was created in old factory 
on Ząbkowska Street in Warsaw.

KNIEJÓWKA 38% 500/350/200/100ML

WINIAK KLUBOWY 40% ***500/350/200/100ML

The Winiak Klubowy brandy is a dry 
Vodka made from a wine distillate 
and natural extracts from fragrant 
plants.  It’s matured on oak wood 

barrels.



METROPOLIS POTATO VODKA 40% 700/500 ML
High-class vodka made from potato spirit. Its velvety, 
slightly sweet taste comes from Polish potatoes and 
crystal clear spring water. Packed in the boxes.

WÓDKA KONESER PREMIUM 40% 700/500ML
The Koneser Premium Vodka continues the tradition

of Koneser Warsaw Vodka Factory, manufacturing
luxury vodka since 1897. It is made from natural grain spirit.

It serves perfectly for direct consumpition
and for use in cocktails.

WÓDKA KONESER DE LUXE 40% 700/500ML
The Koneser de Luxe Vodka continues the tradition
of Koneser Warsaw Vodka Factory, manufacturing 
luxury vodkas since 1897. It is made from high 
quality grain spirit in accordance with traditional 
recipe.

WÓDKA PROXIMUS 40% 700/500/ 
350/200/100ML
An ideally clear vodka with a unique recipe.
Special dispenser quarantees it’s originality
and assures customers of high quality.

This is top quality vodka. A unique 
production process, „excellents spirit 
and crystal-clear water contributeto the 
delicate and subtle taste of the vodka”.

WÓDKA KONESER 40% 700/ 
500/350/200/100ML

Unique Polish Vodka made from luxury spirits
which quaranty perfect purity and exceptional
mildness.

WÓDKA GRANDIS 40% 700/500/200/100ML

BYCZA STRONG 40% 500/200/100ML
Unique Polish Vodka made from luxury spirit, 

characterized by perfect taste and grain vodka’s 
flavor.

Targowa Vodka continues the tradition of Koneser.

Polish Vodka made from grain spirits according  

       to oryginal traditional recipe.

TARGOWA 40% 700/500/200/100ML

The highest quality Spirits made from grain.

Excellent for home made fruit and herbal tincture.

SPIRYTUS SPOŻYWCZY 95% 500/200/100ML

ŻURAWINÓWKA WARSZAWSKA 30% 500/200/100ML
Excellent combination of pure Koneser vodka and 
fresh fruits of cranberry - in this way we created 
our Żurawinówka Warszawska.
It serves perfectly for direct consumption  
and for use in cocktails.

Grejfrutówka Warszawska is liquor developed
on the basis of fresh fruit juice with grapefruit,

It’s unique feature is the exquisit, refreshing taste.
Grejpfrutówka - perfect for any occasion.

GREJFRUTÓWKA WARSZAWSKA 30% 500/200/100ML

WIŚNIÓWKA WARSZAWSKA 30% 500/200/100ML
Introducing Wisniówka Warszawska on the Polish market  
we used our old, traditional recipe. The taste is our main 
synonym of quality - that’s why we „created the best product 
on the market”. Cherries flooded the best quality spirits 
guarantee unique and unforgettable taste.

CYTRYNÓWKA WARSZAWSKA 30% 500/200/100ML
Cytrynówka Warszawska liquor made from

natural ingredients, intriguing flavor, color and

aroma of fresh lemons. Lemon flavor and aroma

reminiscent drink in the midday sun ripened fruit.

Excellent quality pure vodka,  

made of Polish spirit and crystal water.

WÓDKA ŻYTNIA SPECJALNA 37,5% 
700/500/200/90 ML

PIGWA WARSZAWSKA 30% 500/200/100ML
Excellent tincture with a traditional taste of 
mature quince. It is characterized by sweet-sour 
taste and unique aroma.

ARONIA WARSZAWSKA 25% 500/200/100ML
Aronia Warszawska is a liqueur based on natural 

chokeberry fruits that have many health properties.
Our liqueur is not only excellent for drinking but also 

as an addition to desserts or cakes.

WARSZAWSKA ORZECH LASKOWY 30%  
500/200/100ML

Orzechówka Warszawska is a traditional
Polish tincture, whose recipe is based on

the sweet hazelnuts. Ideally suited to the
celebration family occasions and meetings

with friends.


